How We Overcame
Barbell Medicine’s
Hesitations In
Managing Their
Paid Traffic
Branding & Advertising.
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The problem.

When we discussed our capabilities with
Barbell Medicine’s Chief Marketing Officer Mark
Stanwyck, he was looking to hand off the duty
of managing Barbell Medicine’s paid traffic
branding & advertising.

Like most businesses, Mark realized the time
and commitment it takes to successfully run
and manage paid ad campaigns. It made more
sense for him to focus on executing other
initiatives to grow the business and leave their
ad campaigns to us. But the problem was the
unknown. Would we do a good job? Would we
match their brand aesthetics? Anyone these
days can run paid social campaigns, but it takes
a bit more to have coordinated efforts that look
good to prospective customers.

“

I have always been reluctant
to pass off work to an
agency because we are so
particular, and ultimately
protective, when it comes to
our branding and messaging.
Our brand presents a lot
of unique challenges and
always required a lot of work
and debate internally to get
right, so the idea that a 3rd
party could be useful in this
area was a stretch for me.
-Mark Stanwyck,
CMO of Barbell Medicine.
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The Solution

Every year advertising becomes increasingly difficult.
Competition increases. Platform cost increases. Old
marketing material becomes stale. Prospects become
more desensitized to familiar material. We were
tasked with taking over their ad account and matching
existing brand creatives within our new ads. Knowing
the challenges that come with reusing brand creatives,
we decided to take a more creative approach to meet
the needs of our client while increasing ROAS. We
understood that they were handing off advertising
efforts to us to ultimately save time, so we seamlessly
collaborated with them to handle the creatives on our
own without receiving many directions.

“

I’ve been consistently
impressed with the
speed and quality of
the graphics produced.
I expected there to be
a learning curve as the
agency got aquatinted
with our brand, and
there was, but once
enough time had passed
working together I could
really tell that Monster
Agency™ had grown
into our expectations.
Additionally, once we
were at that point, they
started bringing elements
to the table that were
new and exciting for us.”
-Mark Stanwyck,
CMO of Barbell Medicine.
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Results

The results? We increased conversion ratio,
thus increasing revenue. We maintained a
consistent and stable ROAS year over year.
We provided a lot of strategic consulting to
Barbell Medicine and they benefited greatly
in the aspect of attribution. We systemized
their ad account, making sure we properly
segmented out the audience making it
easier and faster to report metrics. They
now have a system in place that shows
what’s working and what’s not working with
regards to online advertising strategies.

“

“Even if you are running ads
successfully on your own, the systems
and processes that the Monster
Agency™ provides are invaluable.
Once I was freed up from having
to manage creative, campaigns and
spend, I could dedicate more time
to other parts of the business that
were being neglected and think more
creatively about our PPC in general.”
-Mark Stanwyck,
CMO of Barbell Medicine.

If you’re looking for help in getting great creative back that converts, we’d love to talk
about your goals. Monster Agency™ has vast capabilities when it comes to our creative
house, but we’re known for our fully-managed & well executed advertising campaigns.
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